
 

 

 

CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Background of Study 

 

Bicycle is the most efficient vehicle which had been designed by human. By 

comparison, it is one-tenth more efficient than jet aircraft and one-twentieth more 

efficient compare to the best automobile in term of cost, and energy spent in carrying a 

comparable load over a comparable distance. In the past, bicycle were played by the rich 

but then, it soon evolved into an efficient and convenient transport. However, the 

submerged of automobile had relegated bicycle role as main transportation means into an 

exerciser or a sports machine. Although the role of bicycle becomes smaller, in certain 

county such as China and Southeast Asia, it still use as daily transportation. But then, the 

bicycle had been used as a primary choice for short runs vehicle in urban areas. The 

efficiency of bicycle which does not pollute the atmosphere, noiseless and the important 

factor, its size makes it more efficient to be used in urban areas which mostly packed with 

other vehicle.   

 

 In 1791, a Hobby Horse the first concept two-wheeled vehicle being display at a 

Parisian Park. The toy-like machine was simply a wooden beam on two wheels which 

need to be propelled by the rider himself. The rider drove the machine by pushing his feet 

against the ground. In 1817, the Hobby Horse undergo improvement by Baron von Drais 

and his invention then being name after his own name, Draisienne (see in Figure 1.1). 

The invention then become popular among the rich and fashionable along the day. The 

important addition of the Draisienne is the steerable front wheel which change the 

permanent front wheel of the Hobby Horse. The addition gives the Draisienne some 

measures of stability. However, the awkward posture of the rider and bumpy ride on solid 

wheels had cause lot of hernia cases and lead to setback in the development of bicycle.  
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Figure 1.1: The Draisienne 

 

 A Scottish blacksmith named Kirkpatrick Macmillan had introduce the first true 

bicycle, Velocipede in 1839 (see in Figure 1.2). The Scottish had employed the power of 

the leg muscle to turn the rear wheel directly. He employed treadles-drives crank 

mechanism in his invention. By using two bar suspended from the front end of the frame, 

the lower end of these bars, known as treadles, carried pedals which were driven 

alternately by feet through short arcs. The two cranks were moved by the motion of these 

treadles which conveyed through a pair of connecting rods to the rear wheel, thus turn the 

push and pull motion of the rods into the rotary motion of the rear wheel. But the design 

never had commercial success and not many people know about his bold design. In 1863, 

Pierre Michaux’s Velocipede was successfully commercialise. It then known as Bone-

shaker (see in Figure 1.3) due to the wooden wheels on the cobbled roads that give rider 

such a rough side. 
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Figure 1.2: The Velocipede 

 

 

Figure 1.3: The Bone-shaker 

 

Since then, new concept and technical aspect of bicycle development show its 

progress rapidly. Implementation of ball bearing, spooked wheel, tubular frame, chain 

drive, free wheel, gears and differential mechanism had change the scene of bicycle 

industry. In 1980, Dunlop had introduced pneumatic tire for the bicycle which brought 

major change in the industry. By 1895, the bicycle had reach it peak of improvement with 

the development of diamond frame form, pedal power, chain drive and pneumatic tires. 

However, the bicycle industry had a setback between 1900 and 1950 due to the popularity 


